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P LANKTON
PLANKTON are tiny water plants and animals that drift with the currents and tides.
They can swin a little, but not enough to make progress against the water’s own
movement. Plankton do move up and down in the water, every day. -.

Plant plankton are called PHfl’O-PLA}UGDN. Animal plankton are called Z0O-PLANKTtN.

PHIID-PLANKTDN are extremely small. You need a microscope to see them. ZcXJ-PLANKFON
can be as big as a grape or as long as a finger, but even some zoo-plankton are
microscopic in size.

ZOO-PLANKTON include some animals that are tiny but full-grown, and some baby
animals - like baby fish, lobsters or periwinkles. Often these bab; animals (larvae)
look much different than the adult shapes they will become.

You can catch plankton by towing a net made from a nylon stocking or half a panty
hose. Tow it just below the surface of salt or fresh water. Plankton are most
abundant during “plankton blooms” in spring.

In the ecology of the ocean, plankton are iiupoflant food creatures:. Even the
largest animal in the world, the Blue Whale, eats plankton.

Phytoplanicton

The Phyto—plankton are very smafl plants. Most

have chlorophyll, and so can make their own

food using gases and minerals dissolved in

the seawater. You must use a strong

microscope to see phflo—plankton.

The plants on this page are called

DINOFLAGELLATES. They can swim a

little; by waving a long thin

tentacle. These ones have a hard

outer sheil.

MICROSCOPIC

Thesd Phyto—plankton are very

connon. They are DIATO!, and

often several cells Of the same

type oTh together in long

chains. They will usually

look green -under themicro—

scope. Diatoms db not move

very much—just float.
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These drawings are hot the
real size.

BIG means bIg enàugh for
you to see details like
legs and eyes without any
help.

SMALL means you can see them
with just your eyes, but you
cannot see any details.

MICROSCOPIC means you cannot
even see them without a
microscope.
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